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Abstract- In computer science, ontology is a formal naming and definition of the classes, subclasses, 

properties, and the relationships between the entities that are exist for a particular domain [1].Therefore it is 

a practical application of philosophical ontology, with taxonomy. In this paper we discuss a methodology to 

create domain ontology for C++.This paper shows various classes, subclasses, various individuals and their 

relationships present in C++. Accordingly we have created data properties and object properties for each 

relationship. After that, using OntoGraph we have shown graphical structure of C++ ontology which is 

useful for understanding the co relations of keywords in the language. Reasoner plays very important and 

useful in building ontologies because it’s only way to analyze the errors generated while creating ontology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For building any Ontology, firstly you have to decide super class. C++ contains various 

concepts and to show all this concepts is quite haunting task. Therefore for better 

understanding we have made Cpp is a super class and it is majorly divided into subclasses 

such as Cpp programming and OOP features present in Cpp. The aim of creating domain 

ontology for C++ language is a good opportunity for students, computer domain related 

beginners, experts and researchers to access the correct and relevant information from large 

data present over World Wide Web. By building Ontology for C++, we can improve methods 

of viewing and organizing information; improve the way of processing, in addition to 

increasing the vocabulary and their relationship to terminology in C++ languages. The 

identification of the properties and relations of entities is initial point to become Ontology 

domain [2]. Ontology of C++ will show us a tree like structure of concepts present in C++. 

By using it, it is very easy to understand the internal relations between keywords which can 

be very useful in various applications based on ontology. 
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II. ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING  

In philosophy science, ontology or ontologies in general, is of interest to study what types of things exist, 

what are the entities that are out there in the universe. Expression derives from the Greek origin meaning 

"being". A branch of metaphysics is the study of first principles or essence of things. [3] 

In the field of information technology, ontology is the business model of the entities and interactions in the field 

of specific knowledge or practices, such as e- commerce. In general, it is in the field of computer science and 

information technology, that we find ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts within a particular 
field as well as relations between these concepts.[4][5] Various Definitions in knowledge engineering, natural 

languages processing and cooperative information systems, in addition to intelligent information integration, 

and knowledge management reports about the applications of ontologies in developing and using system in 

WWW.[6] 

Ontology is the formal characterization of a particular domain by defining the important concepts and their 

attributes and relationships between these relations. Concepts are usually organized according to a 

hierarchical relationship of globalization and localization between these concepts. In this hierarchical concept 

there is the offspring of the broader concept of it. For example: "student" is a "human" and "human" is an 

"Object" (the concept of "student" is the son of the concept "human). All concepts are implicitly members 

of the concept “Thing” [7]. Ontology is used in artificial intelligence, Semantic Web, systems engineering, 

library science and building information as a form of knowledge representation of the world or part of it. [5] 

The ontology may be as simple as some of the definitions, or may be a division or classification hierarchy, more 

complex concepts and categories or technology as a solution to the problems based on the significance of 

information sharing[6]. 

 

 

 
After all of this, we can ask: why are we using Ontology? 

The most important reasons are: 

 To share common understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents 

 To enable reuse of domain knowledge 

 To make domain assumptions explicit 

 To analyze domain knowledge easy way to comply with the conference paper 

formatting requirements is to use this document as a template and simply type your 

text into it. 

 

III. CREATION OF C++ ONTOLOGY  

For building ontology for C++, we have used Protege-5.0.0-beta-21. Protégé is a free, open-source 

platform that provides a tool to construct knowledge-based and domain models applications with ontologies. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Active Ontology Tab using Protégé 5.0.0 beta 
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Active Ontology tab shows ontology metrics for given Ontology. For C++ Ontology following is a count of 

metrics present in active Ontology: 

 Axioms= 556 

 Logical Axiom count= 305 

 Classes=42 

 Object Property Count= 39 

 Individuals count= 156 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Classes present in the C++ Ontology 

In above Figure, Cpp is a super class which is majorly divided into two subclasses such as 

Cpp programming and OOP features in Cpp. Class Cpp programming shows various 

concepts while writing a actual program in C++ language. Hence the subclasses of Cpp 

programming will be Class, Data Types, Functions, Tokens and Variables. From which 

Tokens are further divided into Keywords, Identifiers, Operators, and Separators. Keywords 

are further divided into access specifiers which are private, public and protected. Another 

class is OOP features in Cpp shows basic object oriented features present in C++, such as 

Abstraction, Inheritance, Polymorphism and Encapsulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Object Properties in C++ Ontology 

OWL Properties represent relationships. There are two main types of properties, Object properties and Data type 

properties. Object properties are relationships between two individuals. Object properties link an individual to 

an individual. Above figure shows the whole object properties present in the C++ Ontology. 
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Fig. 4 Individuals by Class 

Above figure shows individuals of class keyword. Individuals are instances of a Class by 

which it is very easy to give relations between them. There are total 156 individuals for each 

class in given C++ ontology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Relationship between individuals using object properties 

 

 

In above Figure, void is an individual belongs to class Keyword and main is an individual of class Function. 

Therefore relationship between void and main can be shown using object property. Here return type of is an 

object property between void and main they means void is a keyword is return type of main which is a function 

in C++. 
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Fig. 6 OWLViz Displaying the Asserted Hierarchy for C++ 

 
OWLviz is used for representing the asserted class hierarchy in graphical form so that it will be easy to get an 

idea about various classes and subclasses present in C++ ontology. It does not show individuals and relations 

between them. It just provide a tree like hierarchical structure. In above figure, using OWLviz we have 

created an asserted hierarchy for C++ which shows classes and subclasses in C++. 
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Fig. 7 OntoGraf for C++ 

OntoGraf provides interactive navigation of the relationships present in OWL ontologies. Layouts are 

present for automatic structuring of ontology. OntoGraph shows different relationships such as subclass, 

individual, domain/range object properties, and equivalence.  

Relationships and node types can be organized and desired view of ontology can be takes place. Above 

figure shows the OntoGraf for C++ which includes classes, subclasses, individuals and their relationships using 

object property. OntoGraf is very useful and important as it gives a clear idea about relations so that overcoming 

errors is feasible. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 Creating ontology is a better way to retrieve data in a semantic way. C++ ontology is 

useful for students, computer related domain beginners and experts so that they can explore 

the data and can get accurate and relevant data. It also describes the relationships in various 

concepts in a easy way. Future scope of this ontology is that you can use in various semantic 

web application. For example, Semantic search system can be developed based on C++ 

Ontology. This Search System will provide efficient results though semantic searching. You 

will also provide suggestions depending on query terms and intenseness.   
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